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1 Who is the Reverend W. Mark Sexson?                                                                         

2  When were the Degrees first exemplified?                                                                    

3 What is the response to all prayers at Rainbow functions?                                        

4 How many Officers constitute an Assembly?                                                           

5 Where is the Holy Bible found in the Assembly Room?  

6 At what Scripture is the Altar Bible opened at Rainbow meetings?                           

7 Name the contents of the Pot of Gold?  

8 To what are all assemblies dedicated?                                                                           

9 Why are Charity and Hope north and south of the Altar while officers and      

 members ballot?   

10 What sign is given before casting your ballot?  

11 To what is the sign given at the Altar?                                      

12 Which hand do you use to ballot?                                                                                   

13 On which hand is the lambskin apron tied?   

14 When should the Grand Cross of Color medallion be worn?   

15 When and how are members suspended for non-payment of dues?  

16 When can pictures be taken in Rainbow?  

17 What Honors are given to Supreme Officers?                                                                                                                      

18 What Honors are given to Grand Officers of Rainbow, (includes Grand 

 Representatives)?   

19 What Honors are given to Worthy Advisors and Past Worthy Advisors? 

20 What Honors are given to members of the sponsoring Orders?                                   

21 Give the Test Oath and explain the duties of the examining committee.                  

22 Present Charity’s Lecture from memory, without prompting.                             
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23 Describe the raps at the door by the Outer Observer.  

24 Who may witness the degrees?  

25 Give twenty-five (25) hours of community or fraternal service and share what 

 service you performed. 

26 Name the twenty officers and jewels in order as they appear in the Ritual.   

27 What does the money bag symbolize?  

28 During Opening, who vouches for all adults present?  

29 Upon the Worthy Advisor’s instruction, which officers “take up” the “word” from all 

 Rainbow Members?  

30 Present Chaplain’s opening prayer without prompting.  

31 Explain the gavel raps.  

32 During Initiation, Faith holds which arm and hand of the candidate?  

33 During Initiation, at what point does the candidate become a “sister” and 

 thereafter referred to as “sister” or “my friend”? 

34 During Initiation, the Lambskin apron is tied to which hand of the new Sister?   

35 During Initiation, who instructs the new sisters in the Traditions of our Order? 

36 During Initiation, what is the new sister required to sign?   

37 During Installation, Grand Honors may be given.  What two signs are never given 

 during Installation?  

38 What is the Jewel of the Worthy Advisor and what does it represent? 

39 What is the Jewel of the Mother Advisor and what does it represent?   

40 When is the Mother Advisor given Grand Honors?  

41 When visiting an Assembly or attending Grand Assembly, what should each girl 

 have with her?  

42 What does the station of Charity represent?  

43 Who are the first and second Officers to ballot?  

44 How many black cubes are in the Ballot Box before balloting begins?  
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45 How many black cubes does it take to reject a Petition?  

46 Who plans the line of march for the opening of an Assembly? 

47 Explain and demonstrate Supreme Honors.  

48 Explain and demonstrate Grand Honors.   

49 What does the Station of Faith represent?  

50 Give twenty-five (25) hours of community or fraternal service and share what 

 service you performed. 

51 Why is Faith’s station near the Altar?   

52 What does the Station of Hope represent and what is its meaning?  

53 Memorize and give Genesis 9:12-13 (KJV). 

54 Memorize and give James 1:27 (KJV). 

55 Memorize and give John 11:25-27 (KJV). 

56 Memorize and give Ezekiel 1:28 (KJV).  

57 Memorize and give Luke 10:27 (KJV). 

58 Memorize and give 1 Corinthians 13:13 (KJV).  

59 Memorize and give John 3:16 (KJV).  

60 Who is entitled to a Rainbow Funeral Service?   

61 How many ties are in our Obligation?   

62 Explain the knocks on the door.   

63 How do we receive countless blessings?  

64 What is the response for all prayers?  

65 When do we give the prayer response?  

66 Who should give the prayer response? 

67 By what color do we designate the Holy Bible?  

68 What are Faith and the Candidate(s) in search of during the Initiation?  
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69 Each night a Rainbow girl opens what?  

70 Who was the Founder of Rainbow and where was he born?   

71 Who is serving as our Supreme Worthy Advisor 2020-2022?      

72 Where is the Headquarters of Supreme Assembly located? 

73 Who may Sponsor a Rainbow Assembly?  

74 How many Assembly meetings are held each month?   

75  What is the minimum number of meetings held annually? 

76 Give twenty-five (25) hours of community or fraternal service and share what 

 service you performed. 

77 What office must a girl hold prior to becoming a Worthy Advisor or Worthy 

 Associate Advisor?  

78 Who may serve as an Installing Officer?   

79 To gain admission into an Assembly when it is in session, what is the password?   

80 What is the mourning color of Rainbow?  

81 What is the “Word” of a Rainbow Girl?  

82 Is the “Word” ever spoken aloud?   

83 If a Sister does not remember the “Word”, who communicates this to her?   

84 Describe the Official Emblem.   

85  Explain the Grip of the Order.   

86 Present Love’s lecture from memory, without prompting. 

87 Present Religion’s lecture from memory, without prompting. 

88 Present Nature’s lecture from memory, without prompting. 

89 Present Immortality’s lecture from memory, without prompting. 

90 Present Fidelity’s lecture from memory, without prompting. 

91 Present Patriotism’s lecture from memory, without prompting. 

92 Present Service’s lecture from memory, without prompting. 
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93 Must have been first line signer on five (5) or more applications (over your time 

 as a member of Rainbow. 

94 How do you define a Landmark?  

95 Memorize and give the Landmark (No.1), without prompting.  

96 Memorize and give the Landmark (No. 2), without prompting.  

97 Memorize and give the Landmark (No. 3), without prompting. 

98 Memorize and give the Landmark (No. 4), without prompting. 

99 Memorize and give the Landmark (No. 5), without prompting.  

100 Memorize and give the Landmark (No. 6), without prompting. 

101 Memorize and give the Landmark (No. 7), without prompting.   

102 Memorize and give the Landmark (No. 8), without prompting.  

103 Memorize and give the Landmark (No. 9), without prompting.  

104 Memorize and give the Landmark (No.10), without prompting.                          

105 Give twenty-five (25) hours of community or fraternal service and share what 

 service you performed.  

106 What does the music note symbolize?   

107 What does the harp symbolize? 

108 The Pot of Gold is covered by a cloth of seven colors of the Rainbow, what color 

 should face the Altar?  

109 Give the Traditional Work, without prompting.  

110 Learn and give the words to “Blest Be the Tie That Binds”.  

111 What is the Order of Business, for regular meetings?  

112    What color wearing apparel (formals, dresses, skirts, pants, blouses) are 

 appropriate for Rainbow meetings?    

113 Present Worthy Advisor’s lecture, from memory, without prompting.                 

 


